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ABSTRACT

Divorce as a social issue which involves the legal dissolution of marriage and the couple is separated. In terms of effects on population growth and changing family structure also plays very important role is important. Due to this reason, Organization for Personal Status Registration in the event of death and birth registration of marriage and divorce, annual current deals. And these statistics as a source for expert analysis by scholars and researchers are actually exploited. However, due to lack of access to the actual member of people exposed to the marriage, Characteristics of divorced persons, Lack of access to information on other demographic developments As the statistics of population growth alone will not reflect the real image.
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INTRODUCTION

Parental separation can ruin their life and main psychological and behavioral problems in children of all is one. Many studies about the effects of parental separation on children's lives has been. They often cause behavioral problems or mental examination of children of divorce. With a superficial look at the simple, Separation of the parents of all the factors mentioned have behavioral disorders And according to this theory wrong. Many couples have a separation barrier. And that working together is beneficial to them and their child's health is causing. But any child living in a house that strained the relationship people have with each other cold. Less damage to the spirit he brings? Obviously, to end conflicts and tensions between the couple, Separation and divorce is final. But without a doubt, this pair is not involved in the dispute which caused the child to be relaxed on eating. But the involvement of parents and children in the home environment that eliminates security And his stock is weak and depressed and divorce disputes will also reduce the It has no positive effect on children. Unless the parents aware of their position and their children change their practice And that working together is beneficial to them and their child's health is causing. (Hosseini 2006:54)

Divorce

The literal meaning is divorced release. And in terms of ending the marriage by the husband and wife divorce, they often compromise solutions to common and not legal spouses, Collapsing the structure of family life, marriage and cut off communication disorder, parents with children have been defined. In fact, as the link between law and social and formal contracts are established. If the parties are unable, for various reasons of personality, Live and maintain social and environmental ... According to the rules and regulations had to be separated. This family is like building a couple of columns that make up Each column and collapse strength and stability of the building will suffer instability and rupture. Divorce With this perspective, one of the worst social phenomenon, pillars of the family in more cluttered and its destructive effects on the children will leave behind. Divorce, break, collapse and destruction of the center is warm and peaceful life that irreparable effects on family leave. In a survey by J. Hbr (1990) were determined by a marriage that led to divorce, respectively, Severe reduction in the family creates confidence. Such shortages can be social in nature, it is psychological or physical. Important source of confidence in the result of divorce, family dysfunction during and after the divorce. It was also found in this study not only divorced family members reduces the level of confidence It causes one or both of the marriages are significantly feeling of emptiness.

Women and Divorce

In the book the Family, Today and Tomorrow by Lakvntv has, in previous times, human nature was different today. In those days was neither man nor woman, neither the result nor the bellicose attitude of family, who lived in those days men had sex. , They are extremely intelligent, kind and handsome, respectively. They were also extremely strong and stronger each year as well. A sunny day in the Zeus
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Coping with divorce

Divorce adjustment factor is highly dependent on: Attitude about the failed marriage, personality and social environment. For coping with divorce, assistance by external experts, health, psychological, and self-help groups consisting of divorced people (like parents without wife __) in, are available. Also, even when the parties to resolve their divorce with couples counseling dogma have exposure will benefit. Some of the techniques of problem-solving and conflict resolution skills that are used to improve marriages could help solve the injuries is an effective separation

Consequence, the separation

Possible consequences of divorce or its impact on children's psychological and social phenomena such as divorce can count on:
A) anti-social behavior and delinquency in children and adolescents and incompatibility
B) prostitution, especially in the poverty and ignorance
C) abuse of women, men and children and using children in drug distribution and other illegal activities
D) aggression and maladjustment in children, and stray away from their home
E) academic failure, suicidal husband or wife or children.
F) reduction in the desire to marry other people, especially children of divorced families
G) As sons of the men will have difficulty And in many cases of homosexual tendencies develop
And self-reliance, they are also extremely low,
H) over five years to children of divorce can never lose their emotional stability and emotional, And children of divorce do not imagine for a good future Lose confidence in their life and bases And the neglect of its kind and scale up community Inattention and neglect are drawn. (Hosseini 2006:154)

Children of divorce

Divorce and family breakdown, while disturbing the mental equilibrium - emotional and social damage caused to the family. True or false divorce for whatever reason, has consequences for the individual and society. Research shows that the effects depend on the age when divorce is a divorce.
Effects of divorce on children, gender, personality conflicts and involvement of parents and children depend on support from family and friends. (Mohseni 1998:98)

Immediate effect and not a temporary separation from parents; But in all stages of life and adverse negative effects on children, will be replaced. Family members scatter and exclusion of children from parents joint custody. After the collapse and failure of their families and the blessings of having denied the benefits of family life Children of divorce can disrupt personal and family identity. Social pathologists believe that the separation of parents, Many psychological problems can be caused to children. Including:

The pessimism of the other parent And remain unaware of the existence of spirits and they married later that the injury is of such children in tenderness. Psychological and physical problems, Education, guilt and confusion, and identity disorder may be a tendency to delinquency, including the damaging effects of divorce on children's moral and material loss times outlined., Children of divorced parents are overlooked, they lose their main sponsors, Include more than others, and easily deceived his immaculate appearance and enticing people to eat. According to studies, 70 percent of people who are experiencing social injuries are children of divorce. Thus, the issue is very important to prevent divorce. (Mohseni 1998:165)

Reasons for growth, rapid divorce
A) attitudes toward divorce, have been subjected to changes that divorce as a solution is considered tolerable and easier. The unhappy marriage ends with divorce.
B) the role of women in society has changed. Number of employed women increased financial independence and thus, enables them to unpleasant marriage to end.
C) because of concerns about the future of marriage is children, And parents widely prefer tablets to avoid pregnancy and oral contraceptive use: This makes it easier to be married without children and as a result of divorce

Stages of divorce
A) Acute: The acute phase after separation or divorce, the divorce is called, That begins immediately after the divorce, And usually lasts up to 2 years after leaving. Members are realizing that their hopes and expectations have been met with failure. Many cut ties and support systems have been removed; In this period, adolescents are faced with new behaviors and bewildered parents.
B) Transitional phase: This phase of life with acceptance of responsibility and is characterized by one parent. At this stage, children are life's changes and their decisions, are more involved.
C) After the divorce, in which the relative stability is established. How do you, your child help, do seems to be the separation of boys, especially in the short term is more. Boys always helplessness, negative and deviant behavior than girls, families have the same lesson soon. However all is not subject to this evil. According to the research appears in some circumstances, the effect of separation on children is more or less transient.

If the parents before the divorce Dispute may have less obvious And then observe the courtesy to each other, utilize, Children in long-term discomfort will be less.

The parents agreed to train and discipline the children after divorce And the possibility that the child does not live with her parents who regularly see And thus maintain a positive relationship with him, This helps to. Seems to maintain a sustainable lifestyle from various aspects, the adjustment helps children of divorce. These include the stability and financial security and emotional support for the father or mother of the child (usually the mother) is. Also staying in the home and the school The child does not have to be compatible with a few changes, the better. (Mohseni 1998:99)

Divorce in past periods: Age of Ignorance In an age of ignorance To divorce his wife and such that if the woman was right on the doors To the left, covered I was seeing a man with such a situation His wife divorced him and the other was not,, When a woman marries a man would And night, leaving him with his choice, If you wanted to remain with her husband And if he did not consent and sign him, the man was when it was morning, a good meal he had prepared. This is in contrast to other sources in the divorce Simple ignorance and the words are offensive.

Ancient Greece: In ages past, women were considered the devil's penis. It was worth just as much a commodity and was bought and sold and traded. He was not on anything except for housekeeping and child rearing. The man could sell his Gifts or wills or that anyone who wants to be concubine It was denied the right to divorce her. In those days, even in ancient Greece was the discussion of this issue Spirit is not significant whether or not a woman? Do you have a soul or his spirit animal is the general competence of the community of men or of suitability has been denied?
Babel: There was no divorce law in Babylon. And he never was able to divorce his wife. Even if it is barren. But the slave to bring him home, gave birth. The burden of this was not right.

India: Women in India, even worse than snakes and serpents or illness or death if her husband had died. He was also burnt alive in fire. Until one of the Kings in the Indian territory, 17 women were burned in the fire, he posthumously.

Ancient Iran: Divorce was permissible in ancient Iran. And the men were carried out. Much about the oppression of women in society and were subjected to. Even my husband was able to to imprisonment or kill his wife forever.

Divorce in Islam: Because of the link between Islam and the human person has a family focus. Nature and human nature and contrary to the law of divorce as opposed to men and women is linked to the censure placed Counts and deserves blame. He has introduced it as something ugly. However, it must be said that Islam is not willing Peace and human freedom lost. And the difficulty and suffering, and any youth to live together. This does not affect satisfaction. Therefore, unlike Christianity Which prohibits divorce. Regulations and conditions imposed to limit it to only. It may amount to at least reduce, Divorce in Islam is due to need. It is not as objective. As it was said that divorce is always hatred and hatred of God. amam Ali AS, stated: Get married. But not divorced. The divine throne of rock is the divorce.

Divorce in Islamic philosophy

Of the final divorce, the couple treatment inconsistency, be. Islam believes that the way to the separation of husband and wife, not couples. His life was difficult and agonizing. And may have devastating results, such as transport, suicide, corruption and murder is. Nowadays people less pain and less anxiety compared with the last turn to get married. Their divorce decree because the insurance is considered And be it marriage, named as the insured, If marriage is not successful because they will abandon their wives.

Sociological explanation of divorce

Family status, How relationships between family members Dissolution and collapse of one hand and its reflection of social conditions, cultural and economic. And family and social system as one of the components having the features of a social institution, Impression is of an interactive. And the effect of internal factors in the family (micro level) and quality and how it is. Thus the micro and macro theories to explain the sociological phenomenon of divorce has been used. This is why and how to explain.

Theories macro: Values Crisis In societies in transition. Specific economic and social situation. The other conditions are imposed, There is difficulty. The collision of modernism and adherence to the old traditions and is exacerbated by the war between the generations. Purgatory and sensitive at this stage, Elements of moral and social values more than anything else change the status and position. Are. Many worthless threads yesterday, at the foot of today's acceptable range of new and proven elements and many elements of social good to be outside the realm of social values. How is this rapid evolution, Conflict and displacement values will be greater. In such circumstances the dominant forces of society are replaced by the new forces. Sparnd And values of society are affected by turbulence. This situation can be seen reflected in the system of family values. But the speed is not the same in every culture, with the economic and technological innovations, Generation that are subject to such rapid social changes, Cannot function criteria for all friendly, And dedication that have similar values.

In these circumstances create conflict within the family is Divorce and family chaos increases. Immediate enjoyment, personal pragmatism,. ((Hedonism other words uproar crisis in values, Fundamental values of a pleasure seeking society. And orientation tool based And people simply think enjoyment And ((Materialism materialism, Utilitarianism) utilitarianism materials they consider themselves And all the material things, tangible and physical summary is even, Human communication also are affected by these conditions. The spiritual dimension of human relations is empty. And just the way it is immediate. These relationships are very weak and vulnerable and fragile, and once on another interest, or of time or other factors, Relationships within the pretext of depleted and breaks. The relationship of marriage and divorce are not the exception to the rule will increase day by day. Bruce Coen believes This is a fact that the divorce rate is high in modern societies. This is the source of our changing society and values. To failure and waste of the family as a social institution. Today, a variety of family functions in the past has reduced And a couple of requirements for supplies and services. Not to rely on family. And break the marital bond in a marriage is not a disgrace. (Babaei, F 2002:149)

Micro theories

2-1 Theory of Power
Sometimes conflict is created between husband and wife and both his dignity and for obtaining their goals, through recourse to financial resources, cultural and .... Another is going to dominate. Continuation of this situation, increased tension and conflict between couples And lead to separation and divorce them. In recent decades, social change and conflict between tradition and modernity. Influence and control over their destiny for each of the couples and families increased And this, One of the factors leading to conflict and controversy in the family.

Women with one hand about their legal status, Economic independence, Request to intervene in family affairs And equal distribution of power (Of course, in some cases, female power is the power to change) And the Lack of acceptance and understanding of men in new condition And ignorance of their mutual rights and obligations of spouses, The family is in severe conflict. The socio-economic progress, Media development and further training. Women have been away from the traditional culture And this has caused. To accept less traditional roles Admission or if they have a negative evaluation of their role And the result is dissatisfaction with life.

2- Theoretically expected for Each position has norms Position that its owner, Must act on it And his interaction with people who are He is a criterion for evaluation of a person who is having a definite position. "Waiting." Expect the position to act according to norms The person must be in position to perform tasks To the desired position is appropriate.

3-Spread theory (Spill - over theory) Grvnbrg explains That satisfaction and dissatisfaction of a part of life satisfaction and dissatisfaction on other parts of life are affected. For example, a person of social discontent could lead to dissatisfaction of family life.

2-4 of his theory of the nose (Anthropomor phism theory Whenever a person or people, With another or others to assess their own values, Themselves have suffered from the nose, This. The state of human relations with others negatively affected And asthenia (Egoencentri sm) state has a manifest tendency of their relationship, Insecurity, social isolation leads to the family and social life. That is why today the expansion of modern humanism And strengthening the friendship and sympathy. (Babaei, F 2002:112)

Explaining the negative consequences of divorce
In Islam, Marriage is a sacred bond It is based on considerable personal and social effects And the cause of the collapse and disruption such covenant concerns expressed by thick And divorce as the final solution is in family disputes. In the different mechanisms of regulation, And provisions to prevent immediate and emotional decisions. . . . The divorce rate is reduced to prevent the harmful effects of divorce.

Part of a divorce at the level of individual, family, social and briefly include:

The individual
1.1 Fear of the Future The decision to end a close relationship, Easy not trivial, This decision is associated with feelings of regret and self blame. Fear of loneliness after divorce The women expressed their feelings more than men. The greater fear is of concern Whether there will be a partner? Fear and despair that a man cannot live without And their children alone to run And find a job and financially maintain themselves and their children The real fears of realistic doubts about financial issues, Labor market, raising problems of children - Alone and in personal life and social change.

Feelings of guilt Many divorced women sometimes feel guilty about being shattered families are struggling. According to some experts feel that after the divorce of parents getting divorce, come forth, Feelings of guilt and betrayal is the happiness of children, The fear of the uncertain future for their children, They create different reactions in And the situation, guilt tightens . (Babaei, F 2002:110)

3.1 Loneliness After a while of going through a divorce, a person may feel alone, Despite all their problems, others because of a safe environment where families live, Divorced and living with all the issues and the divorce will face. Research shows that women more than men, After their divorce, loneliness.

4.1 physical and psychological problems: The absence of her husband and alone after divorce causes Most women who suffer physical and psychological discomfort after the separation to be Their emotional needs as well as in their previous husbands seek. Due to lack of socializing and fun big city urban problems, emotional problems, she adds. (Babaei, F 2002:74)

5.1 The problem of dualism: Women with their children in addition to the economic problems faced with the dichotomy of Are not the father's role, Children will suffer. Children must be for both father and mother divorced woman Subsequently, if the male child to live with him, The role of mother and father should be responsible. [25]
6.1 The economic problems: the problem of women after divorce is an economic issue. This is for women with low education and skills to make it worse. Family member has different reactions to divorce and separation. In some cases, they are worried that someone is getting divorce from economically and financially dependent on them. Socioeconomic status, such as a divorce can affect his job. Many divorced people (whether male or female) lose their jobs after the divorce. [26] and other problems of divorced women, prepared Housing and is a place to live. A divorced woman who is less room to rent.

7.1 Social isolation and impaired social identity:
Status of husband and wife after the divorce process from a variety of deprivation, Social exclusion, impaired social relations of life. In a short period or a long term relationship with the external environment, Intimates and lack of empathy and lack of independent living is for the parties. Creating conditions that lead to divorce, loss of social support from a divorced family, He even sometimes weaken the position of social influence and social opportunities to individuals. Sometimes treatment with divorced women in society is such that they feel have no place in society. As a single person is not divorced Married nor in a position. Definition of community and place are not considered suitable for the. And negative attitudes toward the divorced person has As if they were people who follow trends and their desire to And dealing with the realities of life have not Their interests and family interests are preferred.

8.1 Opening of Marriage: Divorced women are getting divorce than men who have less than they remarry. Among the social causes of this situation, there are children, old women and men to marry a divorced woman is rejection. However, this emotional reasons such as failure of previous marriage Mistrust and unwillingness to get married and divorced men and women to succeed Married life and start a new life in the spirit returns for. (Babaei, F 2002:87)

9.1 decrease in life satisfaction: Campbell et al. The effect of variables such as marital status and age on life satisfaction have been studied. One of the strongest statistical correlation, Between life satisfaction and marital status is. Divorced people, have expressed the least satisfaction. Campbell is the second of satisfaction, and this (Having), which is divided into three types of satisfaction Enjoyment and satisfaction of the appropriate income That social relations in terms of intensity and Emotional involvement (Relating) And third, due to relationship satisfaction (Being) that goes back to who we are. He believes the satisfaction of being With a sense of control over their lives In contrast, the feeling that life is controlled by forces outside of us, Is relevant. Relationship satisfaction also has two effects on life satisfaction. One hand with cognitive and emotional needs, even through the financial and personal control, The dreams are endless and they satisfy the integral prevent] that. (Hrsy and Blanchard 1985:72)

2. The Family
2.1 Effects on Children
2.2 crime and delinquency

Divorce is a term that occupied the minds of many children and teenagers can. They consider themselves the victims of rebel against this monster. In other words, divorce Moral and material damage has destructive effects On The most striking result is that it is the quality and quantity on children. Undoubtedly, some belonging to families of young offenders are Conflict, family conflict and suffering and mental and emotional disorders are Mental and emotional disorders in children, family tensions can exist Forced him to flee from house to provide offenders with the cooperation and collaboration. In criminal psychology, Incidence of social deviations or rejection of society and the socially disadvantaged groups . Result of emotional injury is diagnosed in children in divorced families. (Hrsy and Blanchard 1985:122)

2.3 physical and psychological problems: In addition to divorce, psychological problems and troubles of life, Affects the children who left school due to unfavorable conditions in terms of mental and physical condition are normal. Adolescent depression can lead to divorce, So that less than enjoy life, loss of appetite and tired of them seem to be overcome. The obsessive and anxious mood, aggression and rebellion, restlessness, jealousy, suspicion and persistence of the other state that is seen in children of divorce. (Hrsy and Blanchard 1985:82)

- The Valrstyn, divorce is a chain of interconnected events that forever changed the lives of their victims. Divorced parents is not only difficult for children to have emotional relationships, but their past relationships with parents can be altered.

Educational problems When divorce is inevitable, Child custody is an important issue. Single parents will bring their own problems, Such that if the child is in contact with both parents, One of the parents, child custody and another may be able to meet with him, Inconsistency between the two models, both the spirit and personality will teach him. Especially if the parents in his behavior and try to
justify their own behavior, The child will not be able to find harmony and compatibility between these two species behave. However, living with a parent And the other parent is irrelevant Correct understanding of the gender of the child and other parent does not find the biological and psychological traits, The boys live with her mother, Many of the characteristics of foreign and inexperienced male may stay And unlike girls who live with parents, Likely to identify behavioral patterns and principles of housekeeping and married women remain disadvantaged. (William, J.1972:47)

Adolescent girls have different needs, They think that parents are learning the basic models Without the participation of appropriate growth behavior in young adulthood will be difficult, Especially when the absence is due to divorce. It is quite obvious and logical that if there is no model, The trouble learning to be more logical that If the absence is due to an anti-value, The role is training harder. The remaining children of divorce in the building will have many problems. As the son of the father and daughter Variability in the pattern of the mother. The other hand, lack of control of his son by the mother can be difficult to. (Babaei, F 2002:112)

Because parents have more control over their gay children, The presence of the Father, the Son, Manufacturer loses its most disciplined, With regard to the supervision of children after divorce is often mothers 0.45- Living with one parent cannot be complete and balanced character in the children created. Life can not satisfy all the needs of these children. In this type of life for children because their behavior is only a coach and role model And in terms of affection and supervision relies on only one parent. The community will never be able to play the role of parent to child and all his spiritual needs and provide emotional and psychological. (Sarvkhany 1998:114)

4. Problems later in life View parental conflict and poor marital relationships, their children will probably adversely affect the success of marriage. That most children with divorced families live in one parent or guardian In addition to the experience of sexual and moral deviations are The marriage ended in divorce is And the percentage of divorced parents have a history of divorce in this group, Is higher than others. (Babaei, F 2002:312)

Divorce and separation causes Children to live, become discouraged and sad And in social life and family conflicts have And this will hurt their future life. The attitude of society to condemn divorce Negative than it is willing to unite and choose not to divorce his wife and children from divorced families, children of this marriage, so the probability is relatively low. (William, J.1972:127)

5. Impaired individual and family identity When divorced from the family chain is broken, Parents have a separate identity, But those who have no other name has been left without shelter and shaken in the community, Is a child, even if the umbrella is one of the parents, Open society in a helpless child, but he sees that and no supervision. Immediate effect and not a transient separation of parents And in all stages of their life will have negative effects. Scattered families and children deprived of parental supervision after the collapse and dissolution of joint family Having deprived them of the blessings and benefits of family life and personal identity and your family can be disrupted. Children of divorce have a problem with the perception that their parents are different. Parents accompany their children will have the love and And rest assured that both of them are in distress, With divorce and separation, family belonging and attachment to a decrease Family and his identity is altered. (((Hrsoy and Blanchard 1985:332)

6. Feelings of guilt and confusion Common characteristics of children after divorce, is guilty of whether they have a role in the separation of their parents? Did they fail to continue living with their parents and have a short? Another felt that the behavior of these children is obvious Surprise and concern is the selection of parents, Because both his parents are lovely children and a popular size, Acceptance of their children from others are experiencing fear and anxiety, So the dream that they are always in mind, We hope to return again with their parents and living And even when I attempt to compromise and create Link between the parents shall That usually leads to failure. Emotional crisis, if justified, and the frustration of living with a parent, coping with life after a divorce can be more. Long-term effects of divorce on children is very high and sometimes irreversible . (((Hrsoy and Blanchard 1985:182)

7. The half-sib families Other effects of divorce, are half-sib families, These include families with children are With different family backgrounds are And may have different expectations about appropriate behavior in the family have Since most children are half to two different families, Likely to encounter in practice habits and attitude is significant.[49] leads parents to remarry That children of divorce, find themselves experiencing new problems. Stepmother or stepfather in the family that they get into relationships for the child is unfamiliar and difficult And a stepmother or stepfather may seem like an uninvited guest who the real parent is in the field. Stepfather or stepmother may apply the same parental supervision and discipline of children is not true (William, J.1972:287)

Impact on other family members
A: Creating a family emergency. Including the effects of divorce is a family emergency. One of the spouses (mostly women) after the separation of life spent at home and can handle any situation. Divorced women in any society where it is not possible for a living and survive, there is no way for him, Although the majority of divorced women are literate and can have a job, Dependency and feelings of being burdensome for divorced women, but there are still .(((Hrsy and Blanchard 1985:82)

(B) psychological imbalance family members
List of major life events "devious" and "Holmes". Divorce, mental balance, family, children, dependents and relatives are doing the same. One of the absence of divorce "divorce" that major changes in the flow of life will have to provide that such major life events. This lack of absolute crisis provides not only for individuals, but similar damage on the children's parents and family members into the death. Scale changes in life after accident death of a spouse, divorce, more than other life events, appropriate adjustment, people got this. (Sarvkhany 1998:254)

c: The division of labor in the family's
Most families work into discrete problems families face again. Due to the lack of parent participation, home affairs is divided between children and parents. Or with a divorced father in the family, the division of labor between family members can be a father.

d: The problems of marriage and other family members Failure of the marriage of family members can feel a failure in marriage, among other family members to create. On the other hand, obvious way because people tend to generalize their findings and rule formation, Therefore one of the girls with divorced families, This unconscious failure in marriage and adaptability can be generalized to other family members, So that the opportunities for spouses and other family members to reduce the adverse conditions they provide. (Sarvkhany 1998:214)

e: Social exclusion of family members
Experts believe it is a cultural behavior, social norms or grammar is Breaking the norm is associated with a higher penalty for noncompliance. The foundation of marriage and maintain its traditional culture, the Iranians have special significance And its violation of the exclusion and social isolation of individuals and their families have been separated. (William, J.1972:87)

Conclusion
Possible reasons for the failure of marriage through divorce, almost count The marriage of two unique characters with different backgrounds can live together under one roof. This is perhaps the main reason for divorce before the marriage, a marriage on the other hand, the expectation is over the limit. These expectations include: social status, sex, reputation, physical health, job security and the role a person expects from his wife. Passionate love in modern societies, marriage is considered an important factor. Before marriage, a couple believe their love to each other as long as that does not subside, come on every problem can be overcome. They soon recognize Their former love for the fire subsides And to solve their problems should learn to use a more practical way.
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